LESSON 4

God Made the Animals
Bible Basis: Genesis 1:20-25
Lesson Focus: God made all kinds of animals.

LESSON 4

Memory Verse: Everything God created is good. 1 Timothy 4:4

1

Bible Readiness:
To start the children thinking about all the kinds of
animals God made, they will play a game and talk
about their knowledge and experience with animals.
□□ Name That Animal Game: No materials needed
□□ Sharing Time: No materials needed

2

Bible Story:
The children will learn from Genesis 1 that God made
all kinds of animals. Teach Genesis 1:20-25: God Made
All Kinds of Animals.
□□ Bible Story: Bible, Teaching Aids 7 and 8 (from Early
Elementary Creative Teaching Aids)

JJBible Story Review: Timer or clock with second hand
□□ Memory Verse Practice: Paper, marker

3

Bible Activity Choices:
The children will use these activities to practice what
they learned from the Bible lesson from Genesis.
□□ Animal Tag: No materials needed
□□ Silly Puzzles: Early Elementary Make-It/Take-It for Lesson 4,
crayons, paper clips
□□ My Zoo Book: Bible Beginnings pp. 27–30, stapler, pencils,
crayons

4

Bible Response:
The children will apply the Bible lesson about God
making all kinds of animals by planning to thank God
for an animal during the coming week.
□□ Drawing paper, crayons, Storytime for Lesson 4
This symbol will appear whenever preparation takes more than five
minutes or whenever supplies are needed that are not included on
the list of standard materials (on page 6).
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Lesson Video for Step 2!
Use the code on the inside
front cover of this
teacher’s guide.

Understanding
the Bible
On each day of Creation,
God proceeded gradually,
in preparation for the earth’s
habitation by people. The fifth
day of God’s creative activity
began with God bringing forth
the birds and animals that live
in the water. On the last day of
Creation, God brought forth
three classes of land animals:
livestock or domesticated
animals, creatures that move
along the ground, and wild
animals (Gen. 1:24). Each kind
of animal was given the inherent
power of reproduction which
God commanded them to use to
fill the earth (vs. 22).
The biblical term “kind”
(Hebrew min) is not equal to the
modern term “species” used
by science. Two forms of life
are considered to be the same
species if they can interbreed
and produce fertile offspring.
According to this definition, new
species have arisen in nature
and in the laboratory by animals
cross-breeding to form a new
species of animal. However,
while new “species” can arise,
new “kinds” cannot.
Genesis 1:24 suggests that
already existing earth was used
by God in His work of creating
the animals.

Teacher Devotional

When Teaching the Bible to
Early-Elementary Students . . .
Early-elementary children have a wide variety of
experiences with animals. Many have pets at home
that bring them friendship and comfort. Others may
have fearful memories from experiences with animals:
roaring lions at the zoo, big dogs running loose.
Educational television, activities, field trips, and
units of study at school give the children a wide variety
of information about animals. Use what they share
to connect the information you will teach from God’s
Word about where the animals come from.
— Point out the different kinds of animals they are
able to talk about. They know about horses, bears,
lions, flamingos, insects, and spiders.
— Acknowledge the information the children know
about the differences between the various kinds of
animals. They know that monkeys were made to climb
and swing, and fish were made to swim, and so on.

LESSON 4

With His power and imagination, God
made a panorama of animals. He made
rabbits to take 18 naps each day.
God created ants to lift 50 times their
own weight with their mouths, and
butterflies to taste with their hind feet!
Our wonderful God is truly creative! The
unique character of the different kinds
of animals God made certainly suggests
an imaginative attribute of God.
Through His creative work, God gives
us a visible demonstration of His creative
power. The outcome of true and righteous
power is always awesome to behold.
Great creatures, such as the whale,
remind us of God’s awesome power.
Birds, from the hummingbird to the
ostrich, bring to mind the freedom and
creativity of God.
By the power of His word, God created
beasts that would later serve mankind.
Still others would become companions to
human beings. The delicate balance of all
creation shows the overall plan of God.
All this reveals the amazing wisdom and
power of the Creator.
Consider your children’s love for
animals. Help them see what these
animals show them about God’s
character. Then together praise God for
His creative power demonstrated in His
creation.

Early Bird Options
Be prepared to let the children who arrive early
become involved in one or more of the following
meaningful and fun activities. Here are a few readyto-go suggestions to pick from.
Play Dough – Help the children begin thinking about
animals at the start. Encourage the children to make
play dough animals. Suggest that a group of children
work together to make a zoo.
Craft – Put out the Early
Bird Option for Lesson 4
from Make-It/Take-It page
31, and some markers or
crayons. Let the children

color the mother duck and ducklings. Put their
artwork on a bulletin board under this title: “God
Gives Us a Wonderful World!”
My Favorite Animal – Print the title “My Favorite
Animal” on the board. Provide drawing paper,
markers, pencils, and crayons. Ask the children to
copy the title onto their drawing papers, then draw
pictures and write about their favorite animals.
Encourage them to make up stories to go with their
pictures. Have them tell each other their stories
about animals as they show the pictures they made.
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LESSON 4 FOCUS:
God made all kinds of
animals.

1 Bible Readiness

LESSON 4

Name That Animal Game

MM To start the children thinking
about all the kinds of animals
God made, they will play a game
and talk about their knowledge
and experience with animals.

MATERIALS:
□□ None needed

Today’s lesson teaches the children the simple truth that God made all
kinds of animals. To get your children thinking about animals in a fun
and engaging way, play the following “Name That Animal” game. Have
the children stand in a circle with you. If you have a large enough room,
suggest that the children spread out as much as possible yet still remain in
a circle shape. This will allow them to move around as they play the game.
Let’s play the “Name That Animal” game. I will start the game so
you can see how it is played. Then everyone else can have a turn. I
will act like an animal, but I won’t tell you which animal I am thinking
about. You try to guess which animal I’m acting. Demonstrate an
animal sound or action. For example, you might bend and swing an arm
like an elephant’s trunk, or you might hop like a kangaroo.
Name that animal! Let the children guess. Tell them when they are
correct.
Take turns around the circle. Encourage each child to participate.
Children might stand on one leg like a flamingo. Others might walk on
their hands and knees like a bear, neigh like a horse, meow like a cat,
roar like a lion, buzz like a bee, leap like a frog, and so on. It’s okay for
children to repeat an animal. This is the time to get everyone involved
in your lesson. Make the activity fun and nonthreatening. If a child can’t
seem to think of an animal to imitate or is timid about taking the risk of
acting, then encourage the child to copy your acting of an animal. Then
let the rest of the class guess what both of you were acting.
You all did good jobs pretending to be animals, and guessing our
animal actions. Let’s talk about animals.

Sharing Time
22 What are your favorite animals? Everyone should be able to
respond to this question. Allow time for each one to name an
animal. You will hear about all kinds.
22 What can you tell me about animals? Let the children tell what
they know. They might name different animals, give interesting
facts they have learned from books, school, and TV programs.
Children might tell stories about their pets. Listen and enjoy
learning what your children know and think.
22 Who made all the kinds of animals? Let the children think and
talk. Accept their answers. They might name God, Jesus, each
animal’s mother, and so on.
Animals are fun. Today’s Bible story is about all kinds of animals. Let’s
listen to learn who made all of the animals.
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2 Bible Story
MM The children will learn from
Genesis 1 that God made all kinds
of animals

MATERIALS:
Bible Story:
□□ Bible
□□ Teaching Aids 7 and 8

JJTimer or clock with second
hand

Memory Verse Practice:

God made all kinds of
animals.

Before class, study Genesis 1:20-25. Read through the Bible story
given below. Open Slits A-F shown on the back side of Teaching Aid 7.
Separate Strips A-B, C-D, and E-F from Teaching Aid 8. Practice telling
the Bible story aloud while inserting the strips into the correct slits on
Teaching Aid 7. Remove the strips so you can add them as you tell the
story in class.
In class, be sure you can see the children and they can see you and
the teaching aid. When they are ready to listen, tell the children you
will teach them more about how God made the world. Show them
where Genesis is found and tell them today’s Bible lesson comes from
Genesis 1:20-25.

LESSON 4

Bible Review:

LESSON 4 FOCUS:

□□ Paper, marker

God Made All Kinds of Animals: Genesis 1:20-25
God had made the
world. He made
all of the plants.
(Point to various
plants shown on
Teaching Aid 7.)
Last week we
learned that only
God can make
plants. All of the
plants God made
were growing and
making seeds.
The seeds were
sprouting and making more plants. God saw that
the plants He made were good. But God wasn’t
finished. Next He made all kinds of animals.
God said, “Let the rivers, lakes, and oceans be
filled with animals that live in water.” Splash! He
made all kinds of water animals such as whales,
sharks, starfish, crabs, trout, and bass. God made
all the different kinds of fish that live in the rivers,
lakes, and oceans that God had already made.
(Point to the sky on Teaching Aid 7.) God also
said, “Let birds fly through the sky.” With those
words, God made all kinds of birds to fly in the sky.
(Insert Strip A-B from Teaching Aid 8, into slits A
and B in the sky on Teaching Aid 7.) God made big
birds like eagles and little birds like sparrows. God
made some birds to make their nests in the trees.
Other kinds of birds make their nests in the grass.

God made birds to eat nuts and seeds. The plants
that birds would use for food and places for nests
were already there because God made everything in
order. God made birds like ducks and penguins to
swim in the water. (Insert Strip C-D into slits C and
D in the pond area of Teaching Aid 7.) Some birds
like the ostrich run fast but can’t fly. But God made
them, too.
God saw that all of the fish and birds He made
were good.
God wasn’t finished filling the world He made
with animals. God made animals that live on the
land. (Insert Strip E-F into Slits E and F in the middle
land area of Teaching Aid 7.) He made giraffes with
long necks and elephants with long noses. God
made all the animals, like cows and pigs, that we
see when we go to a farm. He made the polar bears
that live in cold, snowy places and the lions that
live on the warm grasslands. God made all kinds of
animals to live on all the different lands He made.
God also made all kinds of insects and spiders.
He made some kinds of insects to fly, and others to
hop or crawl. God made the spiders and insects to
use the land and plants that He made for their food
and homes.
After God made all the animals, He saw that
they were also good.
God made all kinds of animals to fill the world
He made. God gave the animals food and places to
live in the wonderful world He made.
God made all kinds of animals.
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Bible Story Review Questions
22 What kind of animals did God make to live
in the water? God made all kinds of fish to
live in the water.
LESSON 4

22 What did God make to fly in the sky? God
made birds to fly in the sky.
22 What did God make to live on the land?
God made all kinds of land animals. Children
might name several kinds of animals such as
lions, bears, foxes, dogs, etc.
22 When God saw all the kinds of animals He
made, what did He think? God saw that the
animals were good.
22 Who made all kinds of animals? God made
all kinds of animals.

Bible Story Review Activity
This small-group brainstorming activity will reinforce
all the different kinds of animals that God made.
Organize the children into teams of three or four
children each.
Tell each team to pick one of its members to be a
“counter.” Teach the counters for each team to count
the number of answers his or her team gives to the

problems you will give. Have the other two or three
members of each team try to name all of the different
answers to each problem you will give. Answer
questions and review the rules as needed.
You will have one minute to tell as many
answers as possible to your team’s counter. Here is
the first problem.
NN Tell your team counter all of the land animals
you can name. Go. Set your timer for one minute
or watch the second hand of a clock. Encourage the
teams to keep thinking and naming land animals as
the counters keep track of answers. Stop the teams
after one minute. Have each team counter announce
the number of animals their team named.
Repeat the game using different problems. Here
are some sample problems.
NN Tell your team counter all of the animals that
live in water. Have the team counters report.
NN Tell your team counter different kinds of
birds. Let the counters respond.
NN Talk together as a team to pick your one
favorite animal. Ask each team counter to report.

Memory Verse Practice
J Before class, print the memory verse onto six papers, one

word per paper.
Show each paper to the class as you slowly read the word
aloud. Repeat. Mix up the papers. Hand out the papers, one per
child. Ask the children to make a line with their papers in order.
Help the children read and say the verse together. Repeat the
activity so everyone has at least one turn to participate. If you
have a large class you may want to make two sets and have two
groups do the activity at the same time. If you don’t have enough
children to make either one or two complete groups, have a
classroom helper take a paper and you could also take one paper
to do this activity.

Memory Verse:
Everything God
created is good.
1 Timothy 4:4

Everything
God
created
is
good.
1 Timothy 4:4
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3 Bible Activity Choices
MM The children will use these
activities to practice what they
learned from the Bible lesson from
Genesis.

Get the children thinking about
the different animals God made
with this lively yet simple game.
Whisper to each child a name
of a common animal such as
bear, lion, cat, dog, eagle, and
so on. It is okay if more than one
child has the same animal name.
Have the children spread out on
two sides of your playing area.
Ask a volunteer to be in the
middle as the animal keeper.
To play the game, the animal
keeper calls out names of
animals he knows. He might call
out only one animal name or
several at a time. The children
with the animals named must run
to the opposite side before the
animal keeper tags them. Any
children tagged while running to
the other side must step out of
the game for this round.
When all the animal names
the children were given have
been called by the animal
keeper, and all players have
been tagged and out of the
game, the round ends.
Select a new animal keeper.
Have all the players spread out
on two sides, and play again.
For more fun, let the children
standing on the two sides make
the sounds and actions of their
animals. This will give the animal
keeper some clues about which
animal names to call.

The following options will have the children playing
games, doing puzzles, and making books to reinforce
their knowledge of the truth of Creation. Try to offer all of
these activities. Teach all the options you provide. Then
dismiss the children to start where they wish.

Silly Puzzles

My Zoo Book

□□ Make-It/Take-It page for
Lesson 4

□□ Bible Beginnings, pages
27–30

□□ Crayons

□□ Stapler

□□ Paper clips

□□ Pencils

God made all kinds of animals.
This puzzle will let you have
some fun with three of them.
Tell the children to color the
animal pictures first. Show the
class where to separate the nine
puzzle pieces. Then separate
the pieces after they have been
colored.
Tell the children to put their
puzzles back together the way
God made the animals. Then
let the children fit the pieces
together in different ways to
make silly animals that are fun
but not really what God made.
Offer paper clips so the children
can clip their pieces together.

LESSON 4

Animal Tag

LESSON 4 FOCUS:
God made all kinds of
animals.

□□ Crayons

Making this book will remind the
children of the variety of animals
God made.
Show the children how to
fold their papers to make an
eight-page book. Help them
staple-bind their books. Let the
children write the beginning
letter sound of each animal and
finish page 8 of their zoo books.
Help them read their books to
each other. Visit the children at
this activity to ask: Who made
all the animals in your book?
(God made them!)
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LESSON 4 FOCUS:
God made all kinds of
animals.

MM The children will apply the Bible
lesson about God making all
kinds of animals by planning to
thank God for an animal during
the coming week.

MATERIALS:
LESSON 4

□□ Drawing paper
□□ Markers or crayons

4 Bible Response
As children finish cleaning up, ask them to join with you. Hand out
drawing paper to each child. Put out crayons or markers.
Our Bible story from Genesis 1:20-25 teaches us that God made
all kinds of animals. Use your drawing paper and a crayon to draw a
picture or write about one animal you are thankful for. Let the children
think, draw, and write. They could draw dogs, cats, lions, bears, giraffes,
different kinds of birds or animals that live in water, and so on. Some
might draw the same animal they drew on the last page of the books they
made in Step 3. When the children are finished, bring them together to
talk about what they drew.

22 What animal that God made are you most thankful for and
why? Have the children take turns showing their pictures or
reading their writing and telling about the animal they are thankful
for. Encourage them to talk about why they are thankful for the
animal they selected.
22 What animal will you thank God for this week? Let the children
respond.

Seeing God throughout the Week
Helping to take care of the animals God created is an honor.
Remembering to provide them with food, water, a nice place to live, and
love is important. Thank God for giving us animals, and thank God for
your favorite ones, too.

TAKE-HOMES
□□ Storytime for Lesson 4
□□ Silly Puzzle
□□ My Zoo Book

Prayer Time
We can thank God for these animals. Let’s take turns praying
out loud to thank God for the animals you put on your papers.
You can let the children create their own prayer of thanks or
you might teach a prayer they can use. Here is one suggestion
of a prayer to teach. The children fill in the blank with the
animals they are thankful for.
Dear God, thank You for making . . . In Jesus’ name. Amen.
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